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Abstract
In this paper, we bring a new way of digesting news content by introducing the task of
segmenting a news article into multiple sections and generating the corresponding summary to each section. We make two contributions towards this new task. First, we create
and make available a dataset, S EG N EWS, consisting of 27k news articles with sections and
aligned heading-style section summaries. Second, we propose a novel segmentation-based
language generation model adapted from pretrained language models that can jointly segment a document and produce the summary for
each section. Experimental results on S EG N EWS demonstrate that our model can outperform several state-of-the-art sequence-tosequence generation models for this new task.

1

Introduction

In recent years, automatic summarization has received extensive attention in the natural language
processing community, due to its potential for processing redundant information. The evolution of
neural network models and availability of largescale datasets have driven the rapid development
of summarization systems.
Despite promising results, there are specific characteristics of the traditional summarization task that
impedes it to provide more beneficial ways of digesting long news articles. For instance, current
news summarization system only provides one genetic summary of the whole article, and when users
want to read in more details, the generated summary is not capable of helping navigate the reading.
For example, given a news report, current system
will output several highlight summaries (Nallapati
et al., 2017; Liu and Lapata, 2019; Zhang et al.,
2020). Under this circumstance, if a user expect to
read more details about one highlight, he will still
need to browse the whole article to locate related
paragraphs. Meanwhile, when processing a long

news article, current systems usually truncate the
text and only generate a summary based on the partial article (Cheng and Lapata, 2016a; Zhang et al.,
2020). Although this is reasonable since most important content usually lies in the initial portion, it
also makes it difficult for users to quickly access
information beyond the truncated portion.
In this paper, we propose a new task of
Segmentation-based News Summarization. Given
a news article, we aim to identify its potential sections and at the same time, to generate the corresponding summary for each section. This new
task provides a novel alternative to summarizing a
news article. We argue that it can lead to a more
organized way of understanding long articles and
facilitates a more effective style of reading documents.
First, segmenting a news article can provide a
structural organisation of the content, which is not
only helpful to reading but also benefit many important NLP tasks. For example, Brown et al.
(1983) states that this kind of multi-paragraph division is one of the most fundamental tasks in discourse. However, many expository texts, like news
articles, instruction manuals, or textbooks consist
of long sequences of paragraphs with very little
structural demarcation (Hearst, 1994), and for these
documents a subtopical segmentation can be useful. Second, generating concise text descriptions
of each sections further reduces the cognitive burden of reading the article (Florax and Ploetzner,
2010). Previous studies (Paice, 1990; Hearst, 1997)
present that subtopic segments with their headings
is an effective alternative to traditional summarization tasks.
In this paper, we make two main contributions
towards the development of Segmentation-based
News Summarization systems.1
First, we create and publicize a large-scale
1
Dataset and code will be released at https://github.
com/nlpyang/segnews
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Man pleads not guilty to allegedly body-slamming Montana boy for not removing hat
during National Anthem
(CNN)A man accused of assaulting a 13-year-old boy in Montana after the boy wouldn't remove his hat during
the National Anthem at a rodeo pleaded not guilty Wednesday to a felony charge of assault on a minor.
Curt James Brockway, wearing jeans and a short-sleeved plaid shirt, stood with his hands behind his back and
looked intently at the judge during the short morning hearing at Mineral County Court in the town of Superior.
Brockway was arrested on suspicion of assaulting the boy August 3 during a rodeo at the Mineral County
Fairgrounds in Superior.
Brockway told police the boy was wearing a hat as the National Anthem began, and he asked him to remove it
because it was disrespectful to wear it during the anthem.
Brockway was put on probation in 2011 -- and given a suspended 10-year prison sentence -- after being
convicted of assault with a weapon.
In that case, a prosecutor alleged Brockway had taken out a gun and threatened to shoot three people during
a traffic dispute on a narrow road in Mineral County in September 2010, according to court documents.
Lance Jasper, Brockway's attorney, said last week that his client is a military verteran who has a severe
traumatic brain injury and has problems with impulse control. Between that and being a disabled veteran who
is "uber patriotic," Jasper said, Brockway is influenced by the rhetoric of President Donald Trump.
Referring to times the President has spoken out against athletes and others that kneel or protest during the
National Anthem and when he suggested possible jail time or loss of citizenship for burning the American flag,
Jasper said, "Curt takes that literally and views the President as the commander in chief and when he sees it
happening, he feels he needs to do something about it."

The boy suffered a concussion and
a fractured skull, court documents say
Probation relates to 2011 assault
conviction

What his attorney says about the
rodeo incident

Figure 1: One example from the segmentation-based summarization task S EG N EWS. The news article is taken
from a CNN news article and we truncate the article for display. CNN editors have divided this article into several
sections and written a heading to section. The goal of this task is to automatically identify sub-topic segments of
multiple paragraphs, and generate the heading-style summary for each segment. Dotted lines in the figure indicate
segment boundaries. In this article, paragraphs 1,2 are annotated as the first segment, paragraphs 3,4 are annotated
as the second segment, paragraphs 5,6 are annotated as the third segment, and paragraphs 7,8 are annotated as the
forth segment. To the right of the article are the heading-style summaries for segments. Since the first segment is
usually an overview of the news, we do not assign a summary to it.
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benchmark, S EG N EWS, for Segmentation-based
News Summarization task. Figure 4 shows one
example article and its aligned segmentation and
summaries from S EG N EWS.

2.1

Second, we propose a novel end-to-end approach
for this task, which can jointly segment an article while generating the corresponding summaries.
These two sub-tasks can learn from each other via
a shared encoder. The model is equipped with a
segmentation-aware attention mechanism, allowing it to capture segmentation information during
summary generation. One important advantage of
our framework is that it is a non-invasive adaptation
of the Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) model,
i.e. it does not alter the inner structure of Transformers. And our framework can integrate many
pretrained language generation models, including
BART (Lewis et al., 2020), GPT (Radford et al.,
2019) and U NI LM (Bao et al., 2020). This enables
our framework to enjoy a high degree of flexibility
and better performance.

We compare the proposed framework with several state-of-the-art methods on the S EG N EWS
benchmark. Both automatic evaluation and human evaluation demonstrate the superiority of our
model.

Related Work
Document Summarization

Document summarization is the task of automatically generating a shorter version text of one or
multiple documents while retaining its most important information (Radev et al., 2002). The task has
received much attention in the natural language processing community due to its potential for various
information access applications. Most large-scale
summarization datasets are built on news articles.
Popular single-document summarization benchmarks include CNN/DM (Hermann et al., 2015;
Nallapati et al., 2016; Cheng and Lapata, 2016a),
NYT (Durrett et al., 2016) and XSum (Narayan
et al., 2018).
Document summarization can be classified into
different paradigms by different factors (Nenkova
and McKeown, 2011). And among them, two
have consistently attracted attention. extractive
approaches form summaries by copying and concatenating the most important spans in a document; while in abstractive summarization, various
text rewriting operations generate summaries using
words or phrases that are not in the original text.
Recent approaches to extractive summarization
frame the task as a sequence labeling problem
by taking advantage of the success of neural network architectures (Bahdanau et al., 2015). The
idea is to predict a label for each sentence specify-
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ing whether it should be included in the summary.
Existing systems mostly rely on recurrent neural
networks (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) or
Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017) to encode
the document and obtain a vector representation for
each sentence (Nallapati et al., 2017; Cheng and
Lapata, 2016b; Liu et al., 2019).
In recent years, neural sequence-to-sequence
approaches dominate abstractive summarization
methods. Rush et al. (2015) and Nallapati et al.
(2016) are among the first to apply the neural
encoder-decoder architecture to text summarization. See et al. (2017) enhance this model with a
pointer-generator network and a coverage mechanism. Pretrained language models have recently
emerged as a key technology for improving abstractive summarization systems. These models
first pretrain a language model with self-supervised
objectives on large corpora and then fine-tune it on
summarization datasets. Liu and Lapata (2019)
combine a pretrained encoder based on B ERT
(Devlin et al.) with a randomly initialized decoder, demonstrating substantial gains on summarization performance. M ASS (Song et al., 2019)
is an encoder-decoder neural model pretrained
with the objective of reconstructing a masked text
and can be fine-tuned on summarization tasks.
BART (Lewis et al., 2020) is an encoder-decoder
Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) pretrained by
reconstructing a text corrupted with several arbitrary noising functions. Bao et al. (2020) design
U NI LMv2, a Transformer-based neural network
pretrained as a pseudo-masked language model.
2.2 Text Segmentation and Outline
Generation
Text segmentation has been widely used in the
fields of natural language processing and information extraction. Existing methods for text segmentation fall into two categories: unsupervised
and supervised. TextTiling (Hearst, 1997) is one
of the first unsupervised topic segmentation algorithms. It segments texts in linear time by calculating the similarity between two blocks of words
based on the cosine similarity. Choi (2000) introduce a statistical model which can calculate the
maximum-probability segmentation of a given text.
The TopicTiling (Riedl and Biemann, 2012) algorithm is based on TextTiling, which uses the Latent
Dirichlet Allocation to find topical changes within
documents. LCSeg (Galley et al., 2003) computes

lexical chains of documents and segments texts by
a score which captures the sharpness of the change
in lexical cohesion.
Supervised methods have also been proposed for
text segmentation. Hsueh et al. (2006) integrate lexical and conversation-based features for topic and
sub-topic segmentation. Hernault et al. (2010) use
CRF to train a discourse segmenter with a set of lexical and syntactic features. Li et al. (2018) propose
S EG B OT which uses a neural network model with
a bidirectional recurrent neural network together
with a pointer network to select text boundaries in
the input sequence.
Recently, Zhang et al. (2019) propose Outline
Generation task, aiming to identify potential sections of a multi-paragraph document and generate the corresponding section headings as outlines.
This task is in form similar to segmentation-based
summarization. However, there are two main differences. First, outline generation focused on academic or encyclopaedic documents, where the section headings are extremely short (on average less
than two words) and cannot be considered as a summarization task. Second, since outlines care more
about briefly describing their corresponding sections, headings in outlines are independently from
each other. In segmentation-based summarization,
despite describing the sections, heading-style summaries also devote to navigating the reading, and
they are usually related and coherent in content.

3
3.1

The S EG N EWS Benchmark
Data Collection

In order to study and evaluate the Segmentationbased News Summarization task, we build a new
benchmark dataset S EG N EWS. We take CNN website as our article source. As shown in Figure 1,
there are a large part of CNN articles which are divided by editors into several sub-topic sections (see
Appendix for details). And each section is assigned
a heading-style summary also written by these editors. We collect articles published from 2017 to
2021, covering multiple CNN news channels, including US Politics, Business, Health, Entertainment, Travel and Sports. We filter articles with no
sub-topic structures or editor written heading-style
summaries. Since the first segment is usually an
overview of the news, editors do not assign a summary to it. The resulting dataset contains 26,876
news articles. For each article, it has human annotated segmentation structures and each segment
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# news articles
# paragraphs
# sections per article
# tokens per article
# tokens per section summary

26,876
40.31
3.17
1362.24
4.70

4

Table 1: Data statistics of the S EG N EWS dataset.

Figure 2: The frequency of the non-stop words in summary appearing at different positions of the source article. The positions range from [0, 1024].

Given a multi-paragraph article, the segmentationbased summarization task aims to: i) identify sections of the article to unveil its inherent sub-topic
structure, where each section consists of neighboring paragraphs with a coherent topic, and ii) generate the heading-style summary for each section
to concisely summarize the section. Particularly, in
one article, summaries of different sections should
be coherent in content and consistent in style.
Formally, let d indicate a document consisting of paragraphs [p1 , p2 , ..., pM ].
The
segmentation-based summarization task aims
to recognize a sequence of section boundaries [b1 , b2 , · · · , bN −1 ]. These boundaries divide the document into N sections s1 =
[p1 , ..., pb1 ], s2 = [pb1 +1 , ..., pb2 ], · · · , sN =
[pbN −1 +1 , ..., pM ]. Meanwhile, summarization systems will generate the corresponding section summaries [y1 , y2 , ..., yN ].

5

has a human-written heading-style summary.
3.2 Data Statistics
Table 1 shows the overall statistics of our S EG N EWS benchmark dataset. We can see that the
news articles in S EG N EWS contain rich structural
information and are much longer (1,362 tokens
per article) than traditional news summarization
datasets: articles in CNN/DM (Cheng and Lapata,
2016b) dataset has an average length of 686.63 tokens and articles in NYT (Sandhaus, 2008) dataset
has an average length of 800.04 tokens. This is in
line with our motivation that segmentation-based
summarization can help readers better understand
longer articles.
It has been found that in many news articles, the
most important information is often shown at the
beginning (Kedzie et al., 2018). We compare S EG N EWS with CNN summarization dataset (Cheng
and Lapata, 2016b) to investigate the difference of
their positional bias. In Figure 2, we record the
position of each non-stop word in the summary
that also appears in the article. For both datasets,
he beginning of article contains more summary
words. However, different from conventional summarization dataset, S EG N EWS dataset has a much
smoother position distribution and information in
the middle of the article still contributes a lot to the
summary.

Task Formulation

Systems for Segmentation-based News
Summarization

In this section, we present two different frameworks to tackle the segmentation-based summarization task. In Pipeline approach, we first apply a
segmentation model to identify potential sections,
and then apply a generation model to produce the
headings. In Joint approach, one neural model is
able to jointly segment an article and produce the
summaries. To achieve this, we design a novel
segmentation-aware attention mechanism, which
allows the model to capture segmentation information when generating summaries. This new
attention mechanism can also be considered as
a non-invasive adaption for conventional Transformer models. Thus, to take the most advantage
of existing pre-trained models, we propose S EG UNI LM and S EG BART which are respectively based
on pre-trained U NI LM model and BART model.
They can be initialized completely from pre-trained
models and achieve substantial improvement on
segmentation-based summarization.
5.1

Pipeline Approach

Segmentation model We formulate the section
identification process as a sequence labeling task.
We insert a special symbol [X_SEP] at the boundary of paragraph pi and pi+1 , and then concatenate
all paragraphs into a single text input. A neural encoder is then applied to encode this input. Define ui
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Figure 3: The overall framework of S EG T RANS model.
The blue circles indicate input source text, where dark
blue circles indicate paragraph boundaries. The yellow circles indicate output target text, where orange
circles indicate heading boundaries. Dotted red lines
indicate attention heads with segmentation-aware attention mechanism and dotted blue lines indicate attention
heads with original full attention mechanism.

as the output vector of [X_SEP] after paragraph
pi . We then apply a binary classifier over ui to obtain yi ∈ {0, 1}. yi = 0 indicates paragraph pi and
pi+1 are in one segmentation, and yi = 1 indicates
pi+1 should be the start of a new segment.
Generation model We then generate an aligned
heading-style summary for each identified section
sj . The generation of each heading is independent.
Here, we can choose existing extractive or abstractive summarization methods.
• T OPIC R ANK (Bougouin et al., 2013) is an
extractive method for keyphrase extraction
which represents a document as a complete
graph depending on topical representations.
We use the top ranked phrase as the summary
for input section;
• S EQ 2S EQ represents the sequence-tosequence neural model, which is usually used
in abstractive summarization. It first encodes
the concatenated text of all paragraphs within
this section, and the decodes the heading in an
auto-regressive manner. In experiments, we
try both non-pretrained Transformer model
and pretrained U NI LM and BART models as
S EQ 2S EQ models.
5.2 Joint Approach
Instead of relying on a pipeline framework, we
can also tackle the segmentation-based summarization task with a single encoder-decoder neural
model. This brings two main advantages. First, the
encoders for segmentation and generation can be

shared, benefiting both tasks as a multi-task learner.
Second, we can decode all summaries in an autoregressive manner. In this way, when the decoder
generates the l-th heading, it will be exposed to
the 1st to (l − 1)-th generated headings. This is
considerately helpful since in a news article, many
headings are highly related and coherent in their
content.
We use Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) as
base model for the encoder and decoder. Formally,
the encoder maps a sequence of tokens in the source
document x = [x1 , ..., xn ] into a sequence of continuous representations t = [t1 , ..., tn ]. Then a
segment classifier is applied over output vectors of
paragraph boundaries to identify correct segments
B = [b1 , b2 , · · · , bN −1 ] for the input article. The
decoder then generates the tokens of target text y =
(y1 , ..., ym ) auto-regressively based on the conditional probability: p(y1 , ..., ym |x1 , ..., xn , B). As
the decoder produces summaries for all sections
in one pass, we add a special symbol [Y_SEP]
between summaries from neighboring sections to
indicate their boundaries. However, in this vanilla
sequence-to-sequence model, during inference, the
decoder is not aware of the segmentation results
and can only implicitly use this information when
decoding the summaries. Thus, to better jointly
learn segmentation and generation tasks, we propose S EG T RANS model, which is equipped with
Segmentation-aware Attention mechanism.
Segmentation-aware attention The multi-head
decoder-to-encoder attention in a Transformer decoder defines that for a head z ∈ {1, · · · , nhead }
at each layer, the model calculates attention probabilities azij against each source token xj when
generating the i-th token yi .
qiz = Wqz Yi ; kjz = Wkz Xj ,

(1)

exp(qiz T kjz )
,
Pn
zT z
o=1 exp(qi ko )

(2)

azij =

where Yi , Xj ∈ Rd are the layer’s input vectors
corresponding to the token yi and xj , respectively.
Wqz , Wkz ∈ Rdhead ∗d are learnable weights. n is
the number of tokens in source input.
However, in segmentation-based summarization,
when generating the heading for the i-th section,
the decoder should focus more on the input tokens
belonging to that section. Thus, we propose the
segmentation-aware attention as follows.
We select a subset ẑ of decoder heads to apply a
segmentation mask to enforce that these heads only
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attend to the corresponding section. For a head in
ẑ, Eq. 2 is modified to:
exp(qiz T kjz )seg(yi , xj )
azij = Pn
zT z
o=1 exp(qi ko )seg(yi , xj )

(3)

where seg(yi , xj ) is a indicator function. It equals
1 if and only if yi and xj both belong to the same
section, and 0 otherwise. In this manner, parts of
the heads in multi-head attention are able to dynamically capture segmentation information, while the
other heads still model global features of the entire
input article.
We illustrate a detailed example of our framework with segmentation-aware attention in Figure 3. We first encode the source text, and apply a
segmentation classification layer over output vectors of paragraph boundaries. For this example
input, the model classifies the first and the third
paragraph boundaries to be segmentation points.
Then the decoder will apply a segmentation-aware
multi-head attention over the source outputs. It
generates the summary for the first identified section with parts of the attention heads over only the
first and the second paragraphs. After generating
the first heading ending symbol [Y_SEP], the decoder changes the segmentation-aware attention to
the third paragraph for generating the summary for
the second section.
The final loss for training S EG T RANS is the summation of the segmentation loss (binary classification loss) Lseg and generation loss (negative likelihood loss) Lgen .
One advantage of our framework is that it is a
non-invasive adaptation of the Transformer model,
i.e. it does not alter the inner structure of Transformers. This is important since this adaptation
can be applied to many popular pretrained language generation models (e.g. M ASS, BART and
U NI LM), offering our framework a high degree of
flexibility and better performance. In this paper,
we also augment pre-trained U NI LM and BART
with this mechanism and propose S EG U NI LM and
S EG BART to further boost their performance.

6

Experiments

In this section, we conduct experiments on S EG N EWS dataset by comparing our proposed model
with several strong baselines.
6.1 Experimental Settings
In pre-processing, all the words in news articles
and headings are transformed to lower case and to-

kenized with wordpiece tokenizer from BERT (Devlin et al.). In data splitting, we guarantee the
headings of articles in the test set have low bigram
overlap with articles in the training set. We obtain
a splitting of 21,748 articles in training set, 2,688
in validation set and 2,444 in test set.
We experiment under both non-pretrained and
pretrained settings. In non-pretrained setting, we
use a 6-layer Transformer encoder-decoder model
(S EG T RANS) with 512 hidden size and 2,048 feedforward size. In pretrained setting, we propose S E G U NI LM and S EG BART which adopts the base version of U NI LMv2 (Bao et al., 2020) and the large
version of BART (Lewis et al., 2020) as the pretrained model. U NI LMv2 is a Transformer-based
neural network with 12 Transformer layers and 12
attention heads, pretrained as a pseudo-masked language model. BART is a Transformer-based neural
encode-decoder model with 12 layers and 16 attention heads, pretrained via a denoising auto-encoder
loss. Label smoothing is used with smoothing
factor 0.1. For segmentation-aware attention, we
choose the best c (number of segmentation-aware
heads) by experiments on the validation set, and
c = 9 for S EG U NI LM and c = 13 for S EG BART
provide the best performance.
During all decoding we use beam search (size 5),
and tune α for the length penalty (Wu et al., 2016)
between 0.6 and 1 on the validation set. To guarantee the number of generated headings can match
the number of predicted source segments, we take
a trick of only generating the end-of-generation
token (EOS) when these two numbers match.
We compare the proposed joint models with two
sets of strong baselines. The first set of baselines
are vanilla sequence-to-sequence models. These
models take complete raw articles as input and output the concatenated headings. The second set are
pipeline models. As described, these systems first
use a segmentor to divide the article into several
sections, and then apply a generator to produce
summary for each section.
In segmentation-based summarization, summarization systems require segmentation results. We
set two settings of segmentation. For the first setting, we provide golden segments to the models to
evaluate their performance of generating the summaries when given the correct segments. For the
second setting, we require the models to first segment the article and then generate summaries for
the predicted segments.
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R1
8.66
19.22

Vanilla Seq2Seq
T RANS
U NILM
Pipeline
Segmentor
Generator
Transformer Transformer
Transformer
TopicRank
BART
BART
U NI LM
U NI LM
Joint
S EG T RANS
S EG BART
S EG U NILM

R2
1.51
7.18

RL
8.16
16.99

With Gold Segments

With Predicted Segments

R1
8.69
5.09
21.42
21.76
R1
8.94
21.49
22.17

R1
–
–
16.01
16.27
R1
–
16.36
17.59

R2
1.83
1.14
7.76
8.22
R2
1.85
8.29
8.86

RL
9.09
6.28
19.28
19.75
RL
9.35
19.52
20.17

R2
–
–
5.27
5.45
R2
–
5.14
6.20

RL
–
–
14.37
14.65
RL
–
14.96
15.90

Table 2: ROUGE F1 results on S EG N EWS test set. R1 and R2 are shorthands for ROUGE scores of unigram
and bigram overlap; RL is the ROUGE score of longest common subsequence. In pipeline approach, we try
combinations of different segmentators and generators. Due to their failure on segmentation, non-pretraind models
have very low ROUGE scores with predicted segments, and we do not compare them in the table.
Models
S EG U NILM
(c=12)
(c=8)
(c=4)
(c=0)
(w/o seg loss)

R1
22.17
22.14
22.13
21.39
19.85
22.06

R2
8.86
8.81
8.84
7.99
7.74
8.66

RL
20.17
20.09
20.10
19.23
17.62
20.02

Table 3: Ablation study results on S EG N EWS. We compare multiple variants of S EG U NI LM. c indicates the
number of decoder heads modified into segmentationaware attention. Be default, S EG U NI LM uses c = 9 to
achieve the best performance. We also present a S EG UNI LM model without (w/o) segmentation classification
loss, and it is trained solely by generation loss.

6.2 Evaluation Metrics
Evaluation metrics for summarization performance
are ROUGE (Lin, 2004) F1 scores of the generated
headings against the gold headings. We report unigram and bigram overlap (ROUGE-1 and ROUGE2) as a means of assessing informativeness and
the longest common subsequence (ROUGE-L) as
a means of assessing fluency.
We use standard metrics Pk (Beeferman et al.,
1999) and WinDiff (Pevzner and Hearst, 2002) to
evaluate segmentation results. Lower scores of
these two metrics indicate that the predicted segmentation is closer to the ground truth. A E VEN
baseline is included for comparison where it segments the whole article evenly.
6.3 Results
Table 2 describes our summarization results on
the S EG N EWS dataset. The first vertical block includes the results of vanilla sequence-to-sequence
models. T RANS is the non-pretrained Transformer
encoder-decoder model. U NILM and BART are two

pretrained baseline models. The second vertical
block contains the results of pipeline models. We
present the combinations of different segmentation
models and generation models. For segmentor, we
experiment non-pretrained Transformer model and
pretrained BART and U NI LM models. For generator, we also include T OPIC R ANK, which is a
classical extractive summarization method.
The last vertical block includes the results of our
joint models: S EG T RANS, S EG BART and S EG UNI LM. They respectively rely on non-pretrained
Transformer and pretrained BART and U NI LM as
backbone models. Segmentation-aware attention
mechanism is used to augment these jointly trained
systems.
We can see vanilla sequence-to-sequence models
with no segmentation information input perform
poorly on this task. End-to-end S EG U NI LM model
achieves the best performance among all systems.
S EG U NI LM outperforms the best pipeline system
under both settings when gold segments or predicted segments are provided. This indicates S E G U NI LM has better overall performance and will
be more useful when applied as practical applications. It also shows higher summarization results
than vanilla U NI LM model, confirming the effectiveness of segmentation-aware attention mechanism. S EG BART and S EG T RANS also show similar
superiority over their pipeline versions. Examples
of system output are shown in Table 4.
Table 3 summarizes ablation studies aiming to
assess the contribution of individual components of
S EG U NI LM. We first modify S EG U NI LM by varying c, the number of heads of segmentation-aware
attention. We can see the best results of ROUGE
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Title: One JFK conspiracy theory that could be true
1. LBJ had it done; 2. The military industrial complex did it; 3. The mob did it; 4. Oswald acted alone
as part of an unknown conspiracy; 5. The CIA did it
Pipeline U NI LM Those Kennedys will never embarrass me again; Did Kennedy want to withdraw us troops from
Vietnam ?; 3. Different mobs; other conspirators ?; Would America be OK with that ?
S EG BART
1. They thought he was a crook; 2. He was going to pull American troops out of Vietnam; 3. The mob
did this; 4. There were others, but who were they?; 5. The CIA ordered the killing
1. Those Kennedy’s will never embarrass me again; 2. He said he’d pull troops out of Vietnam; 3. Mob
S EG U NI LM
members claim they were witnesses to the alleged shootings; 4. there were more people who knew
where Oswald was; 5. The CIA didn’t release any of the good stuff
Title: This man is tasked with finding out who failed Larry Nassar’s victims
G OLD
Seeking justice; A very youthful 68-year-old; A model independent prosecutor
Pipeline U NI LM Searching for truth; He couldn’t stay retired; He didn’t have an agenda
S EG BART
Searching for the truth; Working with juveniles; No stone unturned
S EG U NI LM
Searching for the truth; He’s has to do something; He doesn’t have an agenda
G OLD

Table 4: G OLD reference summaries and automatic summaries produced by pipeline U NI LM, S EG BART and
S EG U NI LM on the S EG N EWS datasets. Semicolons indicate the boundaries of headings.
Model
E VEN
Transformer
BART
U NILM
S EG BART
S EG U NILM

WD
0.469
0.563
0.484
0.479
0.471
0.462

PK
0.450
0.462
0.411
0.391
0.405
0.380

6.4

Table 5: Experimental results on document segmentation task. WD indicates WinDiff metric.

Model
Pipeline U NI LM
S EG U NI LM
Gold

Quality
1.93
2.17
2.44

Fluency
2.62
2.59
2.79

Table 6: Human evaluation results based on summary
quality and fluency.

are achieved when c = 9. With more or less heads
modified as segmentation-aware attention heads,
the summarization performance show a clear trend
of decreasing. Also, as shown in the last column,
when segmentation layer and segmentation loss are
removed, we observe a sharp decrease on ROUGE
scores. The results prove that both segmentationaware attention and joint training provide improvement to the summarization results.
Table 5 describes the results on news segmentation task. S EG U NI LM achieves the lowest WD
and PK scores, revealing its ability to identify the
structure of a news article. Compared with U NILM
model without the segmentation-aware attention,
S EG U NI LM shows clear superiority on both metrics. The same trend is also observed in BART
related models.

Human Evaluation

In addition to automatic evaluation, we also assess
system performance by eliciting human judgments
on 20 randomly selected test instances. The evaluation study assess the overall quality and fluency of
the summaries by asking participants to rate them.
We present the news article to evaluators along with
system generated heading-style summaries, and we
ask evaluators to read the complete article, and
give scores based on summary quality and fluency
respectively. Participants can have three scores
(1-low quality/fluency, 2-median quality/fluency,
3-high quality/fluency).
Gold summaries, outputs from pipeline U NI LM
and S EG U NI LM models are compared in evaluation. We invite three evaluators with linguist background to conduct the human evaluation. The averaged results are shown in Table 4. Overall, we
observe pipeline U NI LM and S EG U NI LM perform
similarly on fluency, but S EG U NI LM shows its superiority on summary quality. Gold summaries are
marginally better than automatic generated summaries.

7

Conclusion

In this work, we proposed a new task, segmentationbased news summarization. It aims to segment a
news article into multiple sections and generate
the corresponding summary to each section. This
new task provides a novel alternative to digesting
a news article. We built a new benchmark dataset
S EG N EWS to study and evaluate the task. Furthermore, we designed a segmentation-aware attention mechanism, which allows neural decoder
to capture segmentation information in the source
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texts. We jointly train the model for generating
summaries and recognizing news segments. Experimental results on S EG N EWS demonstrate that
our framework produces better segmentation-based
summaries than competitive systems.

8

Ethical Statement

We honor and support the ACL Code of Ethics. We
have used only the publicly available news articles
from the CNN website and adhere to their only-forresearch-purpose guideline. Meanwhile, to make
sure the downstream usage of the data will not
break the permission of CNN website, we only
release the URLs of these articles along with a
script to download and process them.
The content of the news and summaries only reflect the views of the media, and should be viewed
with discretion.
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A

Build S EG N EWS from CNN website

The S EG N EWS dataset is built from news articles
on CNN website. For many news reports on CNN,
news editors manually divide them into several sections and write a heading-style summary for each
section. As illustrated in Figure 1, in a display of
this news article2 , it has a general title “Global businesses must address climate change before it’s too
late”. Below the title, there are several paragraphs
of news content. This news article is divided into
5 sections. Despite the first section, the other 4
sections are assigned with their heading-style summaries: “Reduce their own emissions”, “Disclose
risks and adopt new reporting standards”, “Educate
employees” and “Advocate for climate policies”.
We crawl news articles like this from CNN website. Articles without segmentation information
or headings are filtered. The resulting S EG N EWS
dataset contains 26,876 articles. Each instance in
S EG N EWS consist of a news article, its segmentation structure and heading-style summaries for
each segments.

Figure 4: One example news article on CNN website. It
contains human-annotated segments and heading-style
summaries.

2
https://edition.cnn.com/2021/08/09/perspectives/climatechange-deloitte-global-ceo-punit-renjen/index.html
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